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From the Editor
A N I T A  O S T E R H A U G

I n the Traditions column this issue, Marcia Kooistra tells how clothing in 

eighteenth-century France, was intimately tied to the economic, cultural, and 

environmental conditions of people’s everyday lives. Clothing was made from 

local materials and woven into cloth by local weavers. Clothes were made to last—

so valuable, in fact, that they were set aside for a bride’s trousseau and named in 

death records to be handed down to the next generation.

In today’s culture, clothing is often treated as disposable. There is always 

something new to buy, and Heaven forbid we wear that perfectly good blouse or 

scarf if it’s in last season’s cut or colors. But handweavers know better. When I go to 

a guild meeting, a weaving conference, or out for a night on the town, I see weavers 

proudly wearing their handmade creations—proud because we know what it takes 

to make cloth. And cloth for clothing has special challenges. It needs to drape, to 

move, to breath. We choose materials carefully, avoid long �oats that would catch 

and wear, and we plan where patterns will fall on the body. Cloth for clothing 

demands mindful design and weaving, and so we learn more with each project.

The projects in this issue showcase quality and mindful design. Karen Donde 

and Susan Stowell’s suit with locally produced alpaca yarn and Chanel-inspired 

details, Maxine Fontana’s sweet sundress with cloth woven specially for each part 

of the dress, and Allen Walck’s silk and gold vest, born out of memories of 

Versailles, all show what a �ne weaver and a skilled sewist can achieve. Nancy 

Arthur Hoskins and Marilyn Robert’s stunning shawl, Linda Gettmann’s sparkling 

scarf, Marcella Edmund’s clever tote, and the other articles and projects here show 

that gorgeous woven wearables are within reach for us all. 

When I interviewed Susan Neal about her career in garment weaving, we talked 

about how little most people know about cloth production today, an ignorance 

that I think contributes to our throw-away culture and makes it harder to promote 

handwovens. So why weave clothes when you can buy? Because when you create 

and wear handwovens, you help remember what has been understood for most of 

human existence: that cloth should be made to treasure and to last. 
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